Product Cybersecurity and Privacy Specialist (m/f/diverse) - REF37656K

Your tasks

ONE ContiTech – The first choice for material driven solutions.

Are you interested in shaping the future of ContiTech together with a great team?

Please join us and contribute to our goals with your new role as Product Cybersecurity and Privacy Specialist. Your new place to work is flexible and will be defined later (hybrid).

Your tasks

As a team member of the Group Sector Central Function Technology of ContiTech, you will be globally responsible to enable, guide, and steer product cybersecurity and privacy at ContiTech holistically along the entire value chain to maximize synergies in different projects/frameworks/platforms across all organizational entities. You will be responsible for providing insights and recommendations to help drive key business decisions without compensating for digital product security.

The Product Cybersecurity and Privacy Specialist supports the digital product roadmap and strategy through partnership with key leaders to establish framework and improvement of an End-to-End Process Automation for technical Regulations Mgmt. in the entire organization.

You

- Adding risk-based thinking and management to ContiTech Product Cybersecurity and Privacy Management for Digital Products
- Refining the risk and opportunity management concept to achieve product cybersecurity and privacy goals on a continual basis.
- Evaluation of the risk management process
- Proposing a priority and scaling of when, how, where and to what level actions should be applied.
- Ensuring compliance and conformity to regulations, international standards, and customer requirements
- Establishing product cybersecurity management objectives and manage to achieve them
- Definition of Processes, methods and tools along the whole product life-cycle
- Establishing the state-of-the-art for product cybersecurity
- Provision of guidelines, trainings and awareness
- Planning and actions and drive changes to increase the maturity of ContiTech CTO Organization
- Continuous improvement of our Cybersecurity Management System for Continental's products and services to ensure compliance.
- Representation of Continental interests in regulatory or
standardization committees and associations

- Living a Cybersecurity Culture as a role model and create awareness for Product Cybersecurity and Privacy
- Coaching and consulting Specialists on their job to manage all Product Cybersecurity and Privacy subjects in their scope of responsibility
- Supporting TC Risk & Concern Management by providing Product Cybersecurity and Privacy expertise.

A mentor will support you to gradually take over your own responsibility after an initial training phase which will familiarize you with our products, tools, processes and organization.

Your profile

- University major in Security, Computer Science, Electrical Engineering, Business Informatics with a focus on Cybersecurity and Privacy, or similar
- Profound experience in the field of Cybersecurity or Privacy
- Eagerness to be part of Continental's growing global community of Security & Privacy Experts
- Advanced understanding of digital product development, embedded software system processes and product lifecycle
- Experience in team leadership is a benefit

You

- Have excellent communication skills in English written and spoken (German is a plus) with high level of social competence and teamwork
- Systematic, well-structured, and self-initiated working style
- Confident communication with top decision makers and with cross-functional teams across multiple countries
- Are willing to travel internationally 10% of the time

Applications from severely handicapped people are welcome.

Our offer

We want our employees to do well with us. That's why we offer them not only an exciting job in an international technology group, but also numerous additional offers such as flexible and hybrid working, sabbaticals and other benefits.

Click here to find out more:


Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online application.

About us

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In 2022, Continental generated sales of €39.4 billion and currently employs around 200,000 people in 57 countries and markets.

The ContiTech group sector develops and manufactures, for example, cross-material, environmentally friendly and intelligent products and systems for the automotive industry, railway engineering, mining, agriculture and other key industries. Guided by the vision of “smart and sustainable solutions beyond rubber,” the group sector draws on its long-standing knowledge of the industry and materials to open up new business opportunities by combining various materials with electronic components and individual services.